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Abstract
Sickle cell retinopathy is a potentially blinding condition that affects young people in the working age group. This review
looks at the past, present and future management of sickle cell retinopathy within an African context. After Sickle cell
disease was first reported in 1910, some reports from Africa were pivotal in describing the retinal changes associated with
the disease. It soon became obvious that there was a varied clinical picture and clinical course. Several landmark studies
were carried out in Jamaica to help elucidate the complexities of the disease and outline appropriate clinical management. In
most of the developed world, the clinical management of sickle cell disease has improved with concurrent improvement in
outcomes. Currently resource constraints in most Sub-Saharan African countries where there is a high burden of disease
means that the management of sickle cell retinopathy is fraught with numerous challenges. Future large scale trials in Africa
shall hopefully help to better elucidate the mechanisms behind proliferative sickle retinopathy and help in the development
of new and improved therapeutic pathways. The use of technology can help immensely in the screening of patients with
sickle cell to detect early proliferative changes and if necessary treat accordingly.

Introduction

Sickle cell disease (SCD) was first described in Africa under
a variety of names that related to cultural spiritual beliefs
[1, 2]. James B. Herrick was an American physician who
made the first clinical discovery and reported in 1910
‘peculiar elongated and sickle-shaped red blood corpuscles
in a case of severe anaemia’ affecting a medical student
from Grenada [3]. Initially the disease was known as
Herrick’s syndrome and it was not until 1922 when a fourth
case reported by a medical student, Verne R. Mason, from
Johns Hopkins Hospital that the term ‘sickle cell anaemia
(SCA)’ was first used [4].

Genetics of SCD

SCD is an autosomal recessive disorder of haemoglobin
(Hb), caused by inheritance from both parents of an altered
β-globin chain gene of which one is at least haemoglobin S.
The sickle allele is caused by a single point mutation where
the amino acid valine is substituted for glutamic acid at the
sixth position of the β-globin chain on chromosome 11 [5].
The most common and severe subtype of SCD worldwide is
homozygous SS disease which is also referred to as SCA
[6, 7]. Heterozygous disorders of SCD arise due to coupling
of the sickle gene with another haemoglobinopathy such as
haemoglobin C, where there is structural abnormality of the
haemoglobin (HbSC). HbSC, is the second commonest
subtype of SCD in West Africa, particularly among people
from Burkino Faso and Northern Ghana [8, 9]. Beta tha-
lassaemia, which comprises abnormalities of Hb production
can also give rise to a heterozygous disorder of SCD known
as HbSβ0-thalassaemia when no normal β chains are pro-
duced or HbSβ+-thalassaemia when reduced amounts of
normal β chains are produced, although this is rarely found
in sub-Saharan Africa [10]. The carrier state for hae-
moglobin S is known as HbAS or sickle cell trait and is not
considered to be a form of SCD [11]. Hb in red blood cells
is responsible for oxygen transport throughout the body.
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During the deoxygenation process, red blood cells that
contain haemoglobin S, polymerise and become distorted
changing from the normal round disc shape into a sickle
shape. The sequelae of these rigid and inflexible sickle
shaped red blood cells is occlusion of small blood vessels
and anaemia as the abnormal cells are easily destroyed and
removed from the circulation. Complications such as pain-
ful crisis and chronic organ damage leads to significant
morbidity and early mortality [12].

High carrier status within the sub-Saharan African region
and interaction with malaria is responsible for increased
prevalence. Inheritance of the abnormal sickle gene protects
against Plasmodium falciparum, a severe form of malaria
[13]. The abnormal sickle cell gene has been mapped
geographically to associated areas of endemic malaria [9].
SCD and sickle cell trait is prevalent in low-altitude equa-
torial regions such as sub-Saharan Africa and central India
where malaria is prevalent [13, 14]. Whilst sickle cell trait
provides some defence against falciparum malaria early in
childhood during a vulnerable stage, SCD offers no such
protection against the associated life threatening disorders
and death [14].

Epidemiology of SCD

Whilst SCD was originally a disease that was prevalent in
tropical and subtropical regions, forced migration and
ongoing population movement has now made it a global
problem [15]. Worldwide, there are more than 400,000
children born each year with SCD with 84% of cases ori-
ginating from sub-Saharan Africa making it one of the most
ubiquitous genetic disorders [16, 17]. Estimated birth rates
reach 10.68 per 1000 in Africa, 0.68 per 1000 in South and
Southeast Asia, 0.49 per 1000 in the Americas and 0.07 per
1000 in Europe [17]. Within continental regions, there is a
large variability in the prevalence of sickle cell trait.
Although 7% of the world population are carriers of the
abnormal sickle gene [18], it is reported in 1–38% in some
parts of Africa, 0–29% in Eastern Mediterranean, 7–30% in
India and affects 8% of African descents in the United
States of America (USA) and the Caribbean conferring an
immense disease burden [19, 20].

Burden of SCD

Common complications of SCD include chronic acute pain
syndromes, severe bacterial infections, tissue necrosis and
thromboembolic disease. This can subsequently affect
growth and development. Although SCD is associated with
major morbidity, in the developed world more than 90% of
children with SCD survive into adulthood [21–23]. The

median life expectancy is 42 years for men and 48 years for
women compared with the mean life expectancy of two or
three decades more compared with the general population
[24, 25]. Evidence from cross-sectional population surveys
and cohort studies suggests that mortality among children
born in sub-Saharan Africa with SCD ranges from 50 to
90% [7, 20, 26–29]. Recognising this tremendous burden of
SCD in sub-Saharan Africa, the WHO recommended in
2006 and 2010 that governments should implement effec-
tive strategies to ensure that SCD was included in their
health care policies [30, 31]. The interventions proposed
included increased awareness, early diagnosis and improv-
ing the healthcare for affected individuals. Inspite of this, to
date, SCD remains a relatively neglected disease in the
African continent [8]. The reasoning being that genetic
diseases, such as SCD are not considered to be an
immediate priority when infectious disease and malnutrition
are a major cause of morbidity. Many cases of early mor-
tality from SCD are misdiagnosed as secondary to malaria
or infections further compounding the problem of lack of
reliable data [8]. Although there is enough evidence to
justify investments in screening, prophylaxis and treatment
for children with SCD in sub-Saharan African, more reali-
able data is still required to estimate the numbers of child
deaths preventable by such interventions and their cost
effectiveness.

Sickle cell retinopathy

Pathology of the anterior and posterior segment of the eye
can occur in any individual with SCD. Retinal disease
occurs more frequently and is considered to have greater
morbidity due to the risk of sight impairment from vascular
occlusion and subsequent ischaemia [32, 33]. The sight
threatening sequelae of sickle cell retinopathy (SCR) arise
due to the release of tissue factors that stimulate neovascular
growth [34, 35]. Thereby SCR is classified as either non-
proliferative or proliferative.

Prior understanding of SCR

In 1937, Harden [36] published the first retinal findings of
SCR in two patients who had dilated and tortuous vessels
which were at that time attributed to congenitally abnormal
vessels. The next case series came from Accra, in what was
then the Gold Coast, describing unusual changes in retinal
vessels with peripheral small aneurysms in one case and
vitreous haemorrhage in the other which was the first
allusion to a specific retinopathy [37]. It is interesting to
note that the subsequent published case reports of SCR were
all related to vitreous haemorrhage [38, 39]. Welch and
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Goldberg [40, 41] published a landmark case control study
of 143 patients to document and categorise all the retinal
findings for this condition [41]. This classification is still in
practice today. The natural course of the ‘incipient’ stage of
SCR was poorly understood. A longitudinal study per-
formed by Galinos et al. was the first time that remodelling
of the peripheral retinal vasculature was documented [42].
Although the proliferative stage was better understood, it
produced some therapeutic challenges, especially as a
number of proliferative cases were known to spontaneously
regress or auto-infarct [43].

Early studies

Most of the early work carried out was observational, which
helped to document the various fundus findings of venous
tortuosity, lipid deposits, obliterated arterioles and venules,
retinitis proliferans, sea fans, black sunburst, vitreous hae-
morrhage and retinal detachments [41] as well as classify
[40, 44] them accordingly. One of the hallmarks of Pro-
liferative Sickle cell Retinopathy (PSR) are Sea fans. These
are extra-retinal neovascularisations that subsequently
become fibrovascular and tend to begin peripherally. The
term sea fan is a synonym of the term retinitis proliferans
which was used in earlier literature [40, 41, 44]. Early on it
was noted by Goldberg that the natural history of SCR was
variable in disease progression and severity [45]. Observa-
tional studies found that HbSC was associated with a
greater degree of sea fans and PSR than HbSS [46]. It was
also found that peripheral retinal pathology was more
common in HbSC disease compared to HbSS and it could
progress with age [47, 48]. A set of longitudinal cohort
studies carried out in Jamaica from 1973 to 1981 were the
earliest set of studies to look at sickle cell in a longitudinal
fashion and have been the mainstay of evidence for SCR to
date. They concurred that proliferative SCD was pro-
gressive after a 30 month study [44, 48]. One of the reports
from the Jamaican cohort looked at 54 children with HbSC
disease on the register of the University Hospital of West
Indies between the ages of 2 and 15 and found that although
there were no ocular symptoms, the fundus was abnormal in
all but two cases. Retinitis proliferans was present in 11% of
cases [48]. Another study on the same cohort indicated that
retinal vascular disease changes occur before the age of 6 in
both HbSS and HbSC disease [49]. With regards to adults,
98.5% were noted to have peripheral retinal vessel disease
and 32% were found to have retinitis proliferans [50]. They
showed that bilateral proliferative sickle retinopathy
occurred in 49% of HbSS patients and 70% of HbSC
patients [44, 50]. The risks associated with progression to
proliferative disease in the Jamaican cohort included HbSC
disease, where males aged between 15 and 24 and females

aged between 20 and 39 had the highest risk of progression.
In HbSS disease it was between 25 and 39 years of age in
both sexes. The haematological risk factors in HbSS disease
were a high Hb in males and a low foetal Hb in both sexes.
In HbSC disease a high mean cell volume and a low foetal
Hb in females [51]. Despite all the evidence showing PSR
in these cohorts, visual loss appears to be infrequent. The
main reason for this is the well documented phenomenon of
regression of neovascular lesions [43, 52]. Having said that,
when vision loss occurs it is significant and can lead to
blindness with Condon and Serjeant reporting 12% of
blindness in their untreated cohort [52]. The main causes of
visual loss are vitreous haemorrhage and tractional retinal
detachment, although epiretinal membranes can also cause
significant visual morbidity [32, 43, 52]. The rate of vision
loss in untreated eyes has been estimated at 31 per 1000
eye-years observation amongst eyes with proliferative dis-
ease and 1.4 per 1000 eye-years observation amongst eyes
with non-proliferative disease [32]. Even though Africa and
in particular West Africa has the highest burden of SCD
[53], there has been a paucity of data on SCR. Most of the
published work from Africa have been retrospective or
cross-sectional studies with very few cohort or longitudinal
studies [54–58]. One of the earliest case series in 1978 of
HbSS disease in children from a sickle centre clinic at the
Lagos University Teaching Hospital found retinal lesions in
58% of cases. The series was unable to comment on per-
ipheral retinal lesions given the absence of fluorescein
angiography [59]. A series that looked at HbSC disease
reported similar findings to the Jamaican Cohort studies
[60]. PSR was found to be present in 26% of cases in a
retrospective case series from Togo [61].

Preventive treatment regimes

Given the progressive nature of SCR and the potential for
visual loss due to vitreous haemorrhages and retinal detach-
ments, Hannon in 1956 attempted scleral surface diathermy of
retinitis proliferans associated with PSR [62]. The initial
results were favourable, unfortunately there was no long term
follow up available [62]. Diathermy was further investigated
by Condon and Serjeant with good initial results, and a report
of one disastrous complications of anterior segment ischaemia
[63]. The use of cryotherapy to close sea fans has been shown
to be effective, however, complications of retinal tears and
tractional retinal detachments (22%) can occur [64]. The role
of laser photocoagulation in the treatment of SCDs was not
clearly defined due to the poor understanding of factors
involved in the progression and regression of PSR [52]. Given
the fact that this was a retinal vascular disease, it was not
surprising that laser treatment and diathermy were felt to be a
potential treatment modality that could prevent progression of
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PSR [63, 65]. Goldberg reported on the use of xenon arc
photocoagulation on 15 patients with a 74% success rate in
causing vascular occlusion of sea fans [66]. Argon laser
photocoagulation was used to either occlude the feeding
artery posterior to the neovascular lesion or obliterate the
entire neovascular lesion. In an early study by Goldberg and
Acacio, a 97% success rate in vascular occlusion of sea fans
was reported [65]. This study found a vitreous haemorrhage
rate of 14% either immediately or after 1 week, with a lower
amount of visual field loss when compared with xenon arc
photocoagulation [65]. Condon and Serjeant managed to treat
131 out of 137 neovascular lesions with vitreous haemorrhage
occurring in one eye using a xenon arc photocoagulator [63].
Early on it was recognised that feeder vessel coagulation was
a difficult technique and that there was the potential to cause
choroido-retinal and choroido-vitreal neovascular lesions [67].
Jampol et al performed a randomised clinical trial that looked
at feeder vessel photocoagulation and noted that despite the
complications of choroidal neovascularisation [68] there was
a significant decrease in the incidence of vitreous haemor-
rhage and vision loss from vitreous haemorrhage [69]. Given
the complications and difficulties associated with feeder
vessel photocoagulation, scatter laser was thought to be safer
and offer similar benefits. The technique involves scatter laser
treatment to the area or sector of the neovascular lesion [70].
Kimmel et al. have reported on their favoured technique of
peripheral circumferential scatter laser coagulation which
showed a complete regression rate of 33% and a partial
regression rate of 46% with 19% remaining stable and 2%
progressing [71]. Farber et al. designed the first randomised
control trial that looked at local scatter photocoagulation
around the area of proliferative sickle retinopathy and found
complete or partial regression of sea fans in 81.2% of the
initially treated sea fans and complete closure in 30.2%,
whereas in the control eyes the numbers were as follows,
spontaneous regression in 46% and complete auto-infarction
in 22.4% [70]. Retinal detachment was reported in 3% of eyes
treated by scatter photocoagulation and 10.6% of the control
group [70]. These two clinical trials have been the only
published trials on laser photocoagulation for SCR to date.

Surgical management

The development of non-clearing vitreous haemorrhages,
tractional or rhegmatogenous or combined detachments
causes significant visual morbidity in this relatively young
group of patients [32, 45, 52]. Other complications that
cause visual loss in this group of patients are epiretinal
membranes and macular holes [72]. These require surgical
intervention either with conventional cryo-buckle surgery or
pars plana vitrectomy surgery. Cryo-buckle surgery was
initially the mainstay of treatment of retinal detachments. It

was used with relative success for some detachments sec-
ondary to SCD [73–75]. However, one of the most devas-
tating complications related to cryo-buckle surgery is
anterior segment ischaemia with the incidence appearing to
be higher in sickle cell patients. The risk of its occurrences
is exacerbated by detaching extra-ocular muscles or the use
of extensive retinopexy around the ciliary vessels [75, 76].
This complication which was reported in 71% of cases by
Ryan and Goldberg is essentially irredeemable if severe and
causes almost certain devastating visual loss [76].

The use of vitrectomy for the management of the com-
plications of SCR was clear to the early proponents of
vitreous surgery. The relief of severe vitreous traction that
complicated retinal detachments was very attractive to those
who had suffered complications of encircling bands in the
management of these cases [77]. Complications include
cataract formation, iatrogenic retinal breaks, anterior seg-
ment ischaemia, recurrent vitreous haemorrhage and sec-
ondary glaucoma [78, 79]. Given the difficulty with
endoillumination and visualisation, early on in the genesis
of vitrectomy surgery, there was a difficulty of safely
accessing the vitreous base. This was reflected in the first
case series by Jampol et al. where visual improvement in
vitrectomy technology resulted in more favourable out-
comes where one case series reported good results 80% of
eyes with tractional retinal detachment [79]. Several of the
early case series, report the use of scleral buckles in con-
junction with vitrectomy to mitigate some of the difficulties
and risks of inadequate visualisation [79, 80]. Over time the
technology associated with vitrectomy improved with more
routine use of endoillumination, endodiathermy and endo-
laser. A case series of four patients with vitreous haemor-
rhage or retinal detachment secondary to PSR was very
promising with no serious complications [81]. A retro-
spective case series from St Thomas’ Hospital in London
showed that with the advent of more modern vitrectomy
techniques the complication rate in their series of 27 eyes
was low [82]. This conclusion was echoed by Chen et al. in
their retrospective interventional case series [83].

Present

Currently there is no worldwide consensus on the best man-
agement of SCR. This is partly due to lack of high quality
evidence pertaining to systematic screening and lack of robust
prevalence data, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa.

Screening for SCR and SCD

Screening is designed to reduce the risk or impact of disease
in a defined population [84]. To date there are no
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randomised controlled trials evaluating the role of retinal
screening in people with SCD. In addition no studies have
evaluated the optimal screening test or screening interval.
Most reports described are longitudinal studies that are
either observational, cross sectional or retrospective.

The Jamaican Cohort Study [33] was a 20-year, pro-
spective longitudinal, observational study of 474 people
with HbSS [307] and HbSC [166]. Annual fundus exam-
ination through dilated pupils was described although the
exact method used was not specified. All individuals had
annual fluorescein angiography and angioscopy. The age
range was from 5 to 26 years old. PSR was defined as
leakage of blood vessels on fluorescein angiography or
angioscopy. PSR occurred at a younger age in HbSC
(8 years old) compared with HbSS (16 years old) patients.
There was increased incidence of PSR with increasing age
with 43% of subjects with HbSC and 14% of subjects with
HbSS by ages 24 and 26 years, respectively. Although the
authors indicated that spontaneous regression of PSR
occurred in 32% and visual loss was rare, one must interpret
the results with caution. The peak age group for develop-
ment of PSR is 20 to 39 years [51]. The participants in this
Jamaican Cohort Study were relatively young since the
maximum age at last retinal examination was 26 years. In
addition the definition of regression was vague.

Moriarty et al. [32] conducted in Jamaica a 10 year,
prospective, longitudinal, observational trial of the control
(fellow) eyes of patients that had been previously enroled in
a randomised control trial assessing the effect of laser
treatment on PSR.

All other patients that entered the trial had both eyes
included. Individuals had at least two eye examinations at
least three months apart during the study period. The
patients were aged from 15 years to 60 years with 120
patients suffering from HbSS and 222 with HbSC. All eyes
were examined with direct and indirect ophthalmoscopy
through dilated pupils. Fundus photography and fluorescein
angiography were performed where appropriate. The study
observed visual loss attributable to SCR in 10% of untreated
eyes during a mean follow-up period of 6.9 years

In 2008, Gill and Lam [85] published retrospective,
longitudinal, survival analysis on 263 Canadian children with
SCD referred to an ophthalmology service in a hospital over
18 years. All children were under 18 years of age and
included 163 with HbSS, 73 with HbSC and 27 with HbSβ-
thalassaemia. All children had annual dilated funduscopic
examinations although the method used was not described.
Fluorescein angiography was only performed if PSR was
suspected. They found that PSR was 8.2% in HbSC, 0.6% in
HbSS and there were no cases in HbSβ-thalassaemia. Overall
the mean age of onset of clinically significant PSCR was
14.0 years (median 13 years, range 9–18 years). The authors
recommend that screening for SCR begin at age 9 years for

HbSC patients and at 13 years for HbSS and HbSβ-
thalassaemia patients. They suggested that serial examina-
tions may be done biannually for eyes with normal findings,
and that fluorescein angiography be performed on eyes with
abnormal examinations, with follow up as necessary.

An expert panel under the auspices of the National Heart,
Lung and Blood Institute convened in 2014 to issue
guidelines aimed to assist health care professionals in the
management of acute and chronic complications and
comorbidities of SCD [86]. They recommended that from
age 10, any person with SCD is referred to an ophthal-
mologist for a dilated eye examination to evaluate for reti-
nopathy. They also recommended re-screening at 1 to
2 years intervals for any person with a normal dilated retinal
examination and referral to a retinal specialist for people
with suspected retinopathy.

Screening for SCR should aim to detect patients at risk
from lesions that require further specialised examination,
investigation and treatment. In literature there has been very
little discussion about the ideal screening method for detecting
SCR. Whilst it is suggested that individuals are referred to an
ophthalmologist for a dilated fundus examination [86], ideally
this should be indirect ophthalmoscopy using a slit lamp or
head mounted ophthalmoscope and a condensing fundus lens.
Since pathology preferentially affects the peripheral retina, it
is essential that the pupils are dilated. The disadvantage of
ophthalmoscopy is the lack of a permanent record which
means that there is no form of quality assurance. An ideal
screening tool would be digital photography. Most fundus
cameras acquire images that are 45–50o degree in dimensions
which means that full retinal coverage would require up to
seven images captured per eye as used in the Early Treatment
Diabetic Retinopathy Study. Taking seven standard fields is
time consuming, technically difficult to do and would still
only cover up to 75o of the retinal field [87]. Wide field
photography has the potential to image 200o of the retinal
field in one single frame [84]. The limiting factor for wide
field photography is the high cost of the camera. In practical
terms, fluorescein angiography is not a good screening
method and is best used as a diagnostic tool.

Whilst SCD is associated with significant morbidity, in
developed countries more than 90% of children live into
adulthood and the survival rate has been steadily increasing
[21–23]. In contrast, mortality attributed to SCD remains high
in sub-Saharan Africa with more than 50% dying before the
age of 5 years old with the cause of death attributed to sec-
ondary infection or severe anaemia [8]. Simple public health
actions, such as a neonatal screening programme for SCD and
parent education can have a significant effect on survival for
children living in developing countries [26] Thus far there are
few African countries that are able to offer newborn screening
since the cost involved in setting up a programme has been
the limiting factor for the majority [19, 88].
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Medical management of SCD and SCR

Improved medical care and new approaches to treatments
have contributed to the survival of people with SCD
[89–91]. Although there is no definitive cure for SCD,
hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (formerly known as
bone marrow transplantation) is showing promise but is
expensive and only available to a limited number of com-
patible people [92]. Disease modifying drugs such as
hydroxyurea increase the production of foetal Hb which
reduces the tendency for red blood cells to sickle and
reduces the production of white blood cells that contribute
to inflammation. In well-resourced countries, hydoxyurea,
is the standard of care for controlling vaso-occlusive com-
plications [86]. There is evidence to suggest that treatment
with hydroxyurea may offer protection from SCR [93].
Blood transfusions are also an important part of managing
complications associated with SCD [86]. Indeed there are a
number of case reports describing the effect that exchange
transfusion has on the treatment of SCR by reducing sickle
Hb [94, 95]. Challenges faced by a number of lower
resourced countries able to deliver such therapies include
lack of physicians trained to use hydroxyurea, fears and
misconceptions about the side effects as well as the una-
vailability of blood and the safety of blood products [96].
Added factors that make management of the person with
SCD difficult in sub-Saharan Africa are poor hygiene,
malnutrition and infectious diseases such as malaria.
However, a few African countries have demonstrated that
simple measures such as prophylaxis and prompt treatment
of bacterial infections and malaria together with pain
control can improve morbidity and mortality [97, 98].
Improving the general healthcare of babies will result in
longer survival and the ability of children with SCD to
present for diagnosis and treatment [19]. Inevitably there
will be a demographic shift in many sub-Saharan countries
over the next 20 years. This means that health agencies and
governments have to plan for the future and implement
programmes for the management of acute and chronic
complications of haemoglobinopathies.

Ultimately the effectiveness of a routine screening pro-
gramme for SCR must be assessed as well as the benefits of
blood transfusions and hydroxyurea therapy as preventive
treatments for the development of SCR.

Use of laser

There are two randomised control trials (RCTS) that have
demonstrated the benefit of laser photocoagulation as a
treatment for PSR compared with observation alone in
reducing rates of visual loss and decreasing the incidence of
vitreous haemorrhage [69, 70]. In spite of this there are

some ophthalmologists that do not treat PSR such as sea
fans with scatter laser. This is because the authors were only
able to show a significant difference in regression of PSR in
people younger than 25 years and in small, flat sea fans
[99]. In addition an observational study has reported a 32%
rate of spontaneous regression of PSR [33]. It is possible
that the RCTs were too under-powered to demonstrate any
non-inferiority of laser as a primary outcome measure [100].
Whilst there is no consensus, laser photocoagulation tends
to be done when there is bilateral PSR, large elevated sea-
fans, rapid growth of sea-fans, when there is associated
vitreous haemorrhage, or in cases where there is loss of
vision in the fellow eye from PSR [101, 102]. The appli-
cation of laser appears to be either sectoral where areas of
sea fans are surrounded or 360-degree circumferential per-
ipheral scatter photocoagulation [69, 70]. The latter may be
considered in a poorly compliant patient. In either case it is
important to consider other options if there is associated
vitreo-retinal traction since laser could result in retinal
breaks or detachment [103]. In Africa, particularly Sub
Saharan Africa, access to retinal laser treatment in general
has been very limited and patchy with only a few specia-
lised centres having access to laser machines [104]. There
have been no publications from Sub Saharan Africa on the
use of retinal laser in the management of PSR.

To date there are no prospective randomised control
trials assessing the effect of early laser prophylaxis. The aim
would be to apply targeted scatter laser to areas of capillary
non-perfusion identified on fundus fluorescein angiography
[105]. The proposed effect would be to reduce the release of
vascular endothelial growth factors responsible for stimu-
lating the growth of neovascular tissue. Despite scatter laser
treatment for established PSR, new areas of sea fans can
develop in up to 34% of eyes [70].

Further research is required to determine the role that
screening and early laser treatment play in the management
of SCR. It is important to identify whether targeted pro-
phylactic scatter laser treatment prevents development of
PSR and whether new sites of vessels arise in areas of
capillary non-perfusion not previously treated with targeted
scatter laser.

Use of anti-VEGF

The angiogenic factor, vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) is associated with sea-fan formation in PSR
[34, 35]. Intravitreal anti-vascular endothelial growth factor
agents are widely used to treat a variety of neovascular
conditions such as choroidal neovascular membranes [106].
More recently anti-VEGF agents have been evaluated in
clinical trials as treatment for proliferative diabetic retino-
pathy to determine whether there is non-inferiority to
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standard laser treatment [107, 108]. There are a few reports
in the literature that describe the use of anti-VEGF drugs to
treat PSR [109–111]. There are also a number of cases
which report the use of pre-operative intravitreal anti-VEGF
agents as an adjunct to vitreo-retinal surgery to aid seg-
mentation and dissection of fibrovascular tissues under
minimal bleeding conditions and to reduce the risk of post-
operative bleeding [112, 113]. Although the case reports
describe regression of retinal neovascularisation and
reduced duration of vitreous haemorrhage, randomised
controlled clinical trials are needed to further clarify the role
of intravitreal anti-VEGF agents in the management of PSR.
In sub Saharan Africa there are a few reports that describe
the use of intravitreal anti-VEGF agents such as Bev-
acizumab as an adjunct to clear vitreous haemorrhage prior
to the application of laser treatment [114]. Indeed, there is
logic for using anti-VEGF agents as intravitreal treatment
for the regression of sea fans and vitreous haemorrhage.
This could potentially avoid the need for laser or vitreor-
etinal surgery; the latter of which is expensive or unavail-
able in many developing countries. However, there is
apprehension about using anti-VEGF agents in this manner
because of the theoretical associated risk that increased
fibrosis could occur and cause a tractional retinal detach-
ment as observed when treating proliferative diabetic reti-
nopathy [115].

Improving surgical outcomes

Whilst significant visual loss in SCD is predominantly due
to the complications of PSR, namely vitreous haemorrhage
and retinal detachment, in recent years there has been
much advancement in vitreoretinal techniques that allows
safer surgery. Small gauge pars plana vitrectomy has more
or less replaced scleral buckling. Shorter operating times
and wider viewing systems have all contributed to redu-
cing the risk of inflammation and anterior segment
ischaemia previously associated with vitreoretinal surgery
in people with SCD. In spite of this, there is paucity of
reports pertaining to the use of vitreoretinal surgery in the
management of PSR. The management of vitreous hae-
morrhage in PSR when there is no associated retinal
detachment is to observe for a period of time to determine
spontaneous resolution [79, 101]. In fact in certain cir-
cumstances, it has been suggested that in cases where there
is tractional retinal detachment, this can also be observed
without risk of progression [82]. The use of vitrectomy in
Sub-Saharan Africa has been limited due to low resources
and lack of skilled manpower [116]. Maneh et al. looked at
the risk factors for retinal detachments in Togo and found
that patients with SCD accounted for 16% of cases that
presented with retinal detachments [117].

Today there are still unanswered questions about how
best to manage the patient with PSR. We need to establish
how we can achieve the best visual outcome for the patient.
Whether this is with conservative management, laser pho-
tocoagulation, vitreoretinal surgery or intravitreal anti-
VEGF agents in addition to identifying the optimal time
to apply each strategy can only be determined by employing
large scale clinical trials.

The future

The management of SCR from an African context has to
take a multifaceted approach. To effectively understand the
disease process it is imperative that large multi-centre
African based trials with long-term follow up in the mould
of the human heredity and health in Africa kidney disease
[118] are performed. These prospective trials have to
be innovatively designed to answer several questions that
have come up in this review paper such us: what are the
genetic modifiers and environmental determinants that
cause progression of SCR; is there a way to better predict
disease severity; how can we better risk stratify patients;
when is the optimal point to perform prophylactic laser
treatment; are there better strategies to be employed when
operating on the complications of SCR [119]. These large
clinical studies have to be designed with strong basic sci-
ence components, that will look at not just the red blood cell
component of the disease but the other extrinsic causes,
particularly the inflammatory, procoagulant, vasculopathic
and angiogenic causes [12]. A large amount of work has
been done on therapeutic options for SCD in general [120],
moving forward it will be important to clearly ascertain the
assessment of how these therapies affect SCR. There has
been promising curative results from allogenic haemoto-
peitic stem-cell transplantation [121], however only a small
number of patients have access to a matched donor. There
has been recent interest in the use of gene therapy, either by
gene editing [122] or vector mediated gene therapy [123].
These studies are very promising and have mostly taken
place in developed countries, however the low resource
levels of several African countries makes its wholesale
adoption difficult in the part of the world that is most bur-
dened by SCD [124].

Clinical management

There has been a tremendous advancement in the hospital
management of complications of SCR and the manage-
ment of PSR in the developed world. In Africa, particu-
larly Sub-Saharan Africa and other developing economies
there has been a large deficit in the ability to adequately
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investigate and treat retinal pathology [116, 125, 126].
This is one area where, if adequate attention is paid to
train and equip some key centres the outcomes of PSR can
be much improved [127]. Currently most of the gains in
management of SCD in Africa are regarding the preven-
tion and treatment of infections [128]. The move towards
prevention of end organ damage has begun but an
incomplete understanding of SCR combined with a low
resource setting has made the management of this blind-
ing complication difficult. The use of safe, appropriate
and affordable solutions in the management of SCR are
required to improve the visual prognosis in patients with
retinal complications. Telemedicine and virtual ophthal-
mology clinics [129] have the opportunity to change how
low resource countries tackle retinal diseases. In the
context of imaging and screening of the retina, there is a
move towards image based screening using wide field
fundus photography [84, 129]. Recent advances in OCT
technology have shown that early retinal thinning
[84, 130] and foveal avascular zone changes seen on
OCTA [130, 131] may be effective ways of selecting
those at greater risk of progression to proliferative sickle
cell retinopathies. The future use of these imaging
technologies in association with automated screening of
retinal images [131, 132] could firstly reduce the reliance
on manpower and secondly improve the early detection of
proliferative retinopathy. These technologies have the
potential to change the future management of this condi-
tion in Africa, however, the high capital cost of OCT and
OCTA have so far made the wholesale adoption of these
fantastic tools challenging.

After the early detection of proliferative retinopathy, it
is imperative that patients requiring treatment are able to
access it to prevent long term morbidity [133]. This
requirement for laser or vitreoretinal surgery is currently
difficult to obtain for the vast majority of people in Sub-
Saharan Africa [126]. There is the need to train and
upskill ophthalmologists with an interest in retina to be
able to perform these therapies. Given the reduced man-
power resources in several African countries, innovative
sandwich style programmes that allow doctors to become
upskilled in the management of sickle retinopathy without
leaving their main base of work for too long are required.
There is then the need for countries with a higher pre-
valence of these complications to invest in equipment that
shall allow these patients to be treated safely and com-
petently [116].

Conclusion

SCR is a potentially blinding condition that affects young
people in the working age group. This paper has reviewed

the past, present and future management of SCR in Africa.
It is clear that the developed world has moved towards
preventing target organ damage in the management of SCD.
Unfortunately in the continent where there is the greatest
burden of disease and disability, resource constraint means
that many young people are blinded by this disease.
Improvement in the outcomes of the management of SCD
are yet to fully be realised with regards to SCR. Future large
scale trials in Africa shall hopefully help to better elucidate
the mechanisms behind proliferative sickle retinopathy and
help in the development of new and improved therapeutic
pathways. The use of technology can help immensely in the
screening of patients with sickle cell to detect early pro-
liferative changes and if necessary treat accordingly. Given
the increase in migration of Africans to developed coun-
tries, it is also beneficial for these countries to forge part-
nerships to further improve the understanding and
management of SCR.
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